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Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, including
without limitation statements about the company’s value drivers; strategic priorities; optimization plan, including its benefits, ability to address
COVID-19 challenges. We use words such as “may,” “would,” “could,” “should,” “will,” “likely,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “intend,” “plan,”
“forecast,” “outlook,” “project,” “estimate” and similar expressions suggesting future outcomes or events to identify forward-looking statements
or forward-looking information. The differences could be caused by a number of factors, including without limitation (i) impacts of COVID-19, (ii)
weather conditions, (iii) pressure on prices and impact from competitive products, (iv) foreign exchange rates and the cost and availability of
transportation for the distribution of the company’s products, (v) any inability by the company to successfully implement its strategic priorities or
its cost saving or enterprise optimization initiatives, and (vi) the outcome of the company’s strategic evaluation of its Plant Nutrition South
America business. For further information on these and other risks and uncertainties that may affect the company’s business, see the “Risk
Factors” and “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations” sections of the company’s Annual
Report on Form 10-K for the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2020 and Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the quarters ended March 31,
June 30 and September 30, 2020 filed or to be filed with the SEC. Because it is not possible to predict or identify all such factors, this list cannot
be considered a complete set of all potential risks or uncertainties.
Although we believe that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements are reasonable as of the date of this presentation, we
cannot guarantee future results, levels of activity, performance or achievements. We do not undertake, and hereby disclaim any obligation or
duty, unless otherwise required to do so by applicable securities laws, to update any forward-looking statement after the date of this
presentation regardless of any new information, future events or other factors.
Non-GAAP Measures
This presentation includes certain supplemental financial measures that are not presented in accordance with GAAP. Any analysis of non-GAAP
financial measures should be used only supplementally with results presented in accordance with GAAP, and investors should primarily rely on
GAAP results. Furthermore, the non-GAAP financial measures presented herein may not be comparable to similar measures provided by other
companies. Reconciliations of non-GAAP financial measures to GAAP financial measures are provided in the Appendix at the end of the
presentation. Investors are urged to consider carefully the comparable GAAP measures and the reconciliations to those measures provided in
the Appendix. This data should be read in conjunction with Compass Minerals’ periodic reports previously filed with the SEC.
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Business Overview
and Strategy

Who We Are
Value Drivers

Compass Minerals at a Glance
•

Diversified minerals company built on
advantaged assets
-

•

•

-

•

Focused on specialty crops

Strong position in specialty plant nutrition in
Brazil serving an important, growing global
agriculture market

Focus on returning capital to shareholders
through dividends

•

New management team implementing
improvements to operational and commercial
execution

•

Enterprise-wide optimization plan underway

•

Disciplined approach to internal capital
allocation in place

Attractive, non-cyclical business

Leading SOP producer and supplier in North
America

Strong margin profile and cash generation
history
-

Difficult to replicate and strategically located

Leading supplier of highway deicing products in
North America and U.K.
-

•
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An Essential, Diversified Global Minerals Company
SALT AND
MAGNESIUM
CHLORIDE
PLANT
NUTRIENTS

CHEMICAL
SOLUTIONS

Highway deicing in North
America and U.K.
Consumer & industrial
end uses in North America

3Q20TTM GROSS SALES BY MARKET
Plant Nutrition

35%

Deicing

39%

Specialty and semispecialty in North and
South America

Water treatment and
industrial uses in Brazil

Consumer
& Industrial

26%

3Q20TTM FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
Total Sales
$1.5 BILLION
* Non-GAAP measure. See appendix for reconciliation.

Adjusted EBITDA*
$331 million

Adjusted EBITDA* Margin
23%
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Our Key Strategic Priorities
BUILD SUSTAINABLE
CULTURE

DELIVER ON
COMMITMENTS

STRATEGIC
ASSESSMENT

Drive Zero Harm imperative for
our people and the environment

Meet then exceed customer, along
with shareholder, expectations

Increase employee engagement
and build execution muscle

Continue operational
improvements at mines and plants

Strategic review of Plant Nutrition
South America business remains
on hold

Full commitment to optimization
effort across enterprise

Ongoing evaluation of core
strengths and opportunities to
leverage advantaged assets

Enhance balance sheet flexibility
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Enterprise-Wide Optimization Implementation Continues
Bottom-up process used to identify
improvement opportunities in key focus
areas

Expected Benefit by Value Stream

• More than 1,200 initiatives identified and
more than 500 business cases defined
• Centralized support structure established to
ensure execution milestones are delivered
• Employee culture and engagement a key
component to success
Some benefits expected in 2020, ramping
up through 2022
• Logistics and working capital initiatives
providing early benefits in 2020

Focus Areas
Operations

Increase production with greater efficiency

Logistics

Leverage transportation footprint across businesses

Strategic sourcing

Partner with key suppliers to more effectively
source globally

Commercial

Improve customer experience; identify new markets

Working capital

Improve order-to-cash processes
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Addressing COVID-19 Challenges
Health and Safety of our Employees
•
•
•
•

Implemented work-from-home policies where possible as well as travel ban
Staggered shifts and restricted work crews at production sites
Restrictions on site visits and enhanced safety protocols for contractors
Enhanced sanitary practices throughout global operations

Meeting Customer Needs for our Essential Products
• All North America and Brazil manufacturing facilities have remained open
̵ U.K. mine temporarily idled at end of March in voluntary compliance with government recommendations
• No material impacts to date on logistics or critical raw material sourcing

Liquidity Management
• Have maintained healthy levels of cash on hand
• Carefully monitoring all capital expenditures and minimizing spending where possible

Intensified Risk Management
• Pressure testing business plans under a variety of potential challenges
• Preparing a range of measures to address potential impacts
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Executive Compensation
Philosophy

Executive Compensation Program and Philosophy
2020 Executive Compensation Program

• Seeks to align executive officer and
shareholder interests by motivating
employees to achieve exceptional
performance, thereby creating longterm value for our shareholders

18%

• Is performance based with a significant
variable component, consistent with
our pay-for-performance philosophy
• Includes at-risk short-term and longterm components
• Provides total direct compensation that
is tied to performance, competitive in
comparison to our peers and is
appropriately balanced

Other Executive
Officers*

CEO

At-Risk
PerformanceBased Pay
71%

At-Risk
PerformanceBased Pay
82%

59%

29%

23%

50%

21%

Base Salary
Short-Term Comp
Long-Term Comp
*Excludes former executive officers
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Say-on-Pay Performance
• Average say-on-pay approval is 91.8%
over past five years, with approval of
95.6% between 2016 and 2019

Say-on Pay Approval Vote
Averaged +91%
100%

• 2020 say-on-pay approval of 76.7% was
largely reflective of one-time payments
made in 2019, which included:
-

Sign-on compensation to newly hired
CEO and COO

-

Retention awards in January 2019 to
certain executive officers designed to
encourage stability through CEO
transition

-

Executive severance payments

0%

2016

2017
Disapprove

2018

2019

2020

Approve
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2020 Executive Officer Compensation Components
•

Base salary increases based on performance, expanded
scope of responsibility and market competitiveness

•

Recalibrated short-term bonus performance metrics from
Corporate EBITDA (previously weighted at 80%) and
personal objectives (previously weighted at 20%)
-

•

Shared
Performance
Objectives
20%

Added Free Cash Flow and Total Case Incident Rate (TCIR)
as short-term bonus performance metrics
-

•

Short-term bonus remains 100% tied to performance

2020 Short-Term Bonus Performance Metrics

Corporate EBITDA and Free Cash Flow are the two most
important financial metrics used by the Compensation
Committee to judge short-term performance
TCIR measures our safety performance and demonstrates the
importance of our human capital

Implemented shared performance objectives for short-term
bonus focused on:
-

Environment
Organizational Health
Talent Management & Development
Customer Service
Community Impact

Corporate
EBITDA
45%

TCIR
15%

Free Cash
Flow
20%
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2020 Executive Officer Compensation Components (Cont.)
• Recalibrated long-term equity incentive mix
vs. 2019
• RSUs (40% of equity mix)
-

Three-year cliff vesting

-

Contingent on achieving company adjusted
EBITDA financial performance hurdle for the
initial grant year

• PSUs (60% of equity mix)
-

Three-year cliff vesting

-

Number of shares earned based on
significant performance hurdles for rTSR
(maximum potential of 200% of target)

• Annual long-term incentive program remains
100% tied to performance and does not
include time-based awards

0%
82%

Of ROIC-based
PSUs vested in
2019 and 2020
Of rTSR-based
PSUs vested in
2019

Of rTSR-based
PSUs vested
in 2020
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2021 Changes to Executive Officer Long-Term Incentives
• PSUs and RSUs remained at 60% and 40% of
equity mix
• RSUs transitioned from 3-year cliff to 3-year
ratable vesting to align with competitive practice
-

RSUs remain contingent on achieving company
adjusted EBITDA financial performance hurdle for
the initial grant year

• Changes to PSUs encourage retention and incent
delivery of enterprise-wide optimization efforts
-

PSU performance metric moved from 3-year relative
TSR to 3-year adjusted EBITDA growth
PSU performance scale tied to achievement of
rigorous EBITDA growth goals

• Enterprise-wide optimization efforts are expected
to increase shareholder value by delivering
sustainable earnings growth and margin
improvements

PSU Performance Scale

Performance Level

Adjusted
EBITDA
Growth*

Payout
as a % of
Target

Threshold

8%

50%

Target

11.5%

100%

Stretch

13%

200%

Max

15%

300%

*Calculated on a cumulative compound annual growth rate basis. Full year
2020 adjusted EBITDA used as the base for the growth determination will
be the greater of actual adjusted EBITDA for the year or a pre-determined
“floor” of $335 million.
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Corporate Governance

2020 Corporate Governance Highlights

INDEPENDENT
DIRECTORS

FREQUENCY OF
BOARD ELECTIONS

PROXY ACCESS

8 of 9

Annual

Yes

In May 2020, shareholders
approved Board proposal to destagger board and have annual
director elections

In December 2020, our Board
adopted proxy access bylaw
amendments

FREQUENCY OF
BOARD EVALUATIONS

MANDATORY
RETIREMENT AGE

DIRECTOR EQUITY
GRANTS

Annual

75

Yes
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2020 Board Profile and Developments

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
• Board declassified and charter amended in May 2020 following shareholder approval of a Board submitted proposal
• Board adopted amendments to our bylaws to provide a proxy access right for shareholders in December 2020
• Board renamed the Environmental, Health and Safety Committee to include Sustainability, marking its deepened focus
on sustainability issues
• Independent external Board evaluation conducted in Fall 2020
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Board Matrix
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Continued Commitment to Sustainability
Management of environmental, sustainability and
governance (ESG) impacts and improvements occur
through multiple, integrated approaches. Our Core
Values, Corporate Sustainability Principles and Code of
Ethics and Business Conduct provide a foundation that
emphasizes shared responsibility for sustainability and
our commitments to safety, growth, transparency and
stewardship.

Issued 5th comprehensive ESG Report
in November 2020
Our ESG report structure and disclosure
align with leading sustainability reporting
frameworks, including the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI) Standards and the
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
(SASB).
Our determination of material ESG topics is influenced
by ongoing engagement with our stakeholders as well as
our 2017 Materiality Assessment. In the near future, we
plan to conduct a new materiality assessment to guide
prioritization of refreshed ESG targets in 2021.

We have additionally looked to the Task
Force on Climate-related Financial
Disclosures (TCFD) and U.N. Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) to help inform
our reporting.
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Key Performance Indicators
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Non-GAAP Reconciliations
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Reconciliation of Non-GAAP Information
Reconciliation for EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA (unaudited)
(in millions)

Twelve months ended
September 30, 2020
Net earnings

$ 83.3

Interest expense

71.0

Income tax expense

28.4

Depreciation, depletion and amortization
EBITDA

138.7
$321.4

Adjustments to EBITDA:
Stock-based compensation - non cash

9.5

Loss on foreign exchange

0.5

Other (income) expense net(1)
Adjusted EBITDA
Total Revenue
Adjusted EBITDA Margin

(0.2)
$331.2
$1,452.7
22.8%

(1) Primarily includes interest income.
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